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Wizard elements

� Go to https://fip-wizard.ds-wizard.org/
� Get an account 
� 8VHUV�ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�UROHV��QRUPDO��ÃUHVHDUFKHUµ�
� Knowledge Model  -> defines the structure of a 

project
� Project -> a FIP 
� Documents: the output you generate from the FIP
� Template: predefined questionnaires to create

� A FAIR Implementation Profile (FIP)
� A FAIR Enabling Resource (FER)
� A Metadata Longevity Plan



Create a Project

� Name your project using this syntax:
[Acronym]_FIP_[YEAR] (e.g. ICOS_FIP_2020
� Choose a template: 

� for FIPs use FAIR Implementation Profile
� for mininting nanopubs use the other 

templates



Clone a Project

� <RX�GRQµW�QHHG�WR�VWDUW�IURP�VFUDWFK
� We prepared the FIPs from 2020
� You can clone the FIP for your RI (2020) by clicking on the 3 dots
� Now you can start modifing the FIP 



Settings

� On the top you see different menus
� Go to Settings
� Change the name if needed
� Add metadata:

� Description
� WƌŽũĞĐƚ�dĂŐƐ͗�ĞŶǀƌŝ͕�͙



Settings for document format

You can set the default document template and format

� You need to define which template you want to use
� questionnaire report for human readable output
� Nanopublication template for machine readable 

output
� For questionnaire report you can choose betweet 

VHYHUDO�WH[W�EDVHG�IRUPDWV��ZRUG��SGI�«�
� For Nanopublication Format you can choose between 

� RDF Trig (this is the final format you need to publish 
your output

� HTML Preview ʹ we recommend to use this initially as 
you can use it to preview the output

� Then click save



Share your project

� &OLFN�RQ�EOXH�EXWWRQ�Ã6KDUHµ��WRS�right )
� Add your registered colleagues if wished
� Give all added users a role (viewer, 

commenter, editor, owner)
� Make your project visible by all logged-in 

XVHUV�EXW�GRQµW�FKDQJH�WKH�ULJKWV��ÃYLHZµ�



Structure of the FIP

The FIP has 7 chapters
I About: info and links to guide and contact
II: Community and ORCID
III-VI: Questions per principles (F, A, I, R)
VII: Here you are linked to other forms to 
create nanopubs for FIC, FER and MLP



Chapter II

1. First you need to define your community
2. Click on the field, check the drop down if you 

can see your community 
3. If your community is not provided you need to 

mint it looking at chapter VII
4. For the Community Data Steward enter your 

personal ORCID (only enter the numbers).
5. ,I�\RX�GRQµW�KDYH�\HW�DQ�25&,'��JR�WR�

https://orcid.org
6. You can see that not yet answered questions 

are marked red
7. All answers are saved automatically



Declare your FERs ϝ general structure

Question
Helptext

Answer options
(required to 
choose one)



List your FERs ϝ general structure

Choose your FER from the list, 
prefer those that are GFF 
qualified
If not found mint a new FER 
(chapter VII)
--
Answer options
(required to choose one)
---
In the consideration field you can 
add community requirements as 
free text
---
If you want to declare more than 
one FER per question, use the 
+ADD button 



List your FERs ϝ general structure

If you want to answer this 
question later, click on the plus 
button to get a TODO reminder 
for later 
All the TODOs are shown on the 
top right, you can use the list for 
easy navigation
--
You can add also a comment 
using the bublle icon and you can 
use the comment list to navigate 
to the marked question 
---
We provided those reminders for 
you to review the FIPs 2020



List your FERs ϝ general structure

If you want to declare that 
you use a FER now but you 
you will replace this in the 
future with another FER, 
you have to choose which 
FER will be used
This FER used in future 
might be an available
resource or a resource in 
development
If you cannot find the FER 
you can mint a new one 
(chapter VII)



Minting a new FER

If you want to mint a new FER you 
go to chapter VII and choose the 
template you need.
A new project will be started, name 
your resource
---
Two chapters: 
I  - you need to add your ORCID
II: all details about the FER
---
A FER can be availabe or needs 
still to be developed 
A FER can be of different types 
(e.g. be a metadata scheme but 
also a data scheme)



Publishing a FER

After filling out all fields and making sure you are happy 
with the content you should publish your FER:
Go to Documents ± new document
Choose RDF Trig and create the document
If no error appears you can submit the nanopub clicking on 
the three dots
Choose Nanopub Server
Click on view submission -> You will see the created FER 
as a nanopub
Go back to your FIP project: you can find it by clicking on 
the blue area (left)
This FER will now appear in the drop downs where the FER 
type is expected (e.g. identifier for F1)
The FER will not have a GFF qualification, as this needs to 
be checked prior
The qualification process will take a few days 
You can already use the FER before it gets a qualification
If it is not accepted you will get a notification about the 
reason



Publishing a FIP

After filling out all fields and making sure your 
content is correct you should check whether the 
FER is ready to be published:
Go to Preview:
If there are errors, you will see a red box with hints 
where to provide the missing information 
These are possible error reasons:
- Missing FAIR Implementation Community
- Missing or wrong style for ORCID
- A question has not been answered 
- A FER has not been provided
- A FER was not declared if used currently or in 

future
- A planned FER was not specified
Only after correcting all errors you can submit a 
nanopublication.

Please create a nanopub 
(RDF trig) and submit it. But in 
addition please create a Word 
doc and upload it in OSF. 
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